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Advancing the Profession - Building a Better World

Photos from the SMPS Chicago Annual Meeting 2012.
To view more, visit www.smps-chi.org/attend/ 
photo-galleries/
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SMPS ChiCago

As i sip my first Pumpkin Spice Latte it seems like just minutes ago it was April and i was starting a new 
job and heading for a 2.5 day SMPS workshop called PLS - President’s Leadership Symposium. Summer 
flies by!

it’s been a fantastic summer full of great SMPS moments: national build business Conference in San 
Francisco, we took in a White Sox game, we planned and generated new ideas for our Chapter with a 
tremendous new board of Directors at our board retreat, and we shared a preview of what’s in store with 
everyone at our Annual Meeting. (What a terrific venue untitled was, could Chicago host this event in a 
more appropriate space than a speakeasy?)

We’re finalizing our Strategic Plan that we started in February – we now have Champions for each of our 
big new goals: 

1. Membership-More!
2. Market Share-Increase!
3. Programs-Improve and Sell Out!
4. Leadership-Develop!
5. Communications-Strategic and Integrated!

I’m Sensing A Theme Here……

in case you missed our Annual Meeting, we revealed the theme for this year:  “geT ConneCTeD!” The 
theme is meant to reflect our industry’s increased reliance on firms’ ability to connect in team-centric 
project delivery models like iPD. internally our firms are challenged to eliminate silos and make stronger 
connections between technical and marketing to allow expertise to play a leading role. externally 
we connect to our clients in more meaningful ways through value-adding partnerships to develop 
long lasting relationships.  SMPS Chicago is the place where Marketing and business Development 
professionals connect to each other, through sharing of knowledge, inspiration, introductions to each 
other’s networks.  This year, Programs will focus on connecting us to potential clients.  Professional 
Development workshops and skill seminars will connect us to education to improve our performance. 
Membership will connect mentors and protégés. Special Events will connect us to networking and fun 
– each other. Communications will connect us to information through social media. our sponsorship 
campaign will allow our supporters to maximize their exposure and connect to their target audience. 

Where Has the Summer Gone?

Kate mullaney, CPsm
President, SMPS Chicago Chapter

Cotter Consulting, Inc.
Director of Business Development

letter from the PresIdeNt

http://smps-chi.org/2012/07/a-missive-from-build-business-national-conference/
http://smps-chi.org/2012/07/a-missive-from-build-business-national-conference/
http://smps-chi.org/2012/08/smps-chicago-annual-meeting-2012/
http://smps-chi.org/engage/sponsorship/current-sponsors/
http://smps-chi.org/engage/sponsorship/current-sponsors/
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What Have You Done for [You] Lately? - Janet Jackson

This is our professional association, as surely as an architect has AiA.  but what iS our association?  We 
are, simply, our member volunteers, their knowledge, ideas, and actions.  So i encourage, welcome, and 
challenge each member to get involved in some way, give us feedback, help us create the future of the 
Chicago Chapter and continue to advocate for the strategic importance of our roles in this industry. We 
are actively looking for volunteers to really help us achieve the success we know is possible. imagine: 
What if each Chicago Member just did one thing to move us toward our goals, what would we achieve? 
engagement makes anything we do richer and more fulfilling. There are so many ways to engage, no 
matter your level of experience.  not sure how, or have an idea about a place for your contribution?  
Call or email me, or any board member.   

Make New Friends, Keep the Old….

To wrap up my first Letter from the President, i just want to give a huge e-hug, and shout out to our 
outgoing 2011-12 Directors: Sloan Watson, gavin Parr, kirsten binder, and Amanda rackow– you have 
led and achieved so much for our Chapter. Thank you! 

i am so excited by this 2012-13 board! new Directors, Shelley Finnigan, Laura klancnik, brie yaksic, and 
Steve nargang are already bringing fresh eyes and ideas to their roles and new life to the board.  in Joe 
Cushing (a Past President), Megan Muter, Derek Ward, and Leann Dockins (another Past President), we 
have proven board experience with ongoing enthusiasm and perseverance to keep paying dividends for 
our members. Megen briars serving as President elect ensures you will be in amazing hands next year, 
and Matt rebro’s tenure as Past President will ensure continuity and passion in leadership. 

You Complete Me.

Thank you Chicago members, for all you do for your firms, each other, and our profession, and for 
allowing me the honor to serve you this coming year.  This is an amazing Chapter, full of rock star 
marketers and business developers. There is so much here to be proud of and celebrate, it thrills me to 
be around all of your passion, knowledge, creativity, energy for what we do in our profession.  Let’s all 
commit to pay it forward, pass it around, and never go it alone. 

get Connected, 

Kate

http://smps-chi.org/engage/leadership-committees/


Long-term success requires more than creative tactics. It requires a strong brand. Whether 
B2B, consumer or non-profit, a multi-billion dollar company or small business, the fact is 
that the strength of a brand is directly related to a company’s success.

Strong brands have a story to tell, are ingrained within employees, have powerful icons and are delivered upon. They 
also have a solid platform. At Pepper Group, we often start with a competitive and market analysis; the identification 
of strengths, resources and competitive advantages, the segmenting and targeting of audiences; an understanding of 
their pain points, the creation of strong value propositions; the selection of the personality, tone and style that is the 
best match; and a number of other components based on the unique needs of the organization.

We then boil it down into some key elements that offer clear guidance for the marketing and PR tactics. These 
elements drive the communication messages and give employees something to rally behind. 

 » A mission statement is written for an external audience to describe why the organization exists. Mission 
statements are ideal for companies that serve a higher purpose. We don’t recommend forcing an altruistic-
sounding mission statement, however, if it doesn’t really fit the organization.

 » the brand essence describes the heart and soul of a brand and is the mantra for employees to live by. 
Customers form their impressions of a brand from their experience with the organization’s employees. It’s 
critical that everyone is on the same page.

 » A positioning statement is meant to identity the unique functional and emotional benefits of a brand. It 
is the way the company would like to be perceived in the minds of its market so that it can be meaningfully 
differentiated from its competitors. It is a critical component and the backbone from which all messaging is 
developed.

 » An elevator pitch is a term based on the challenge of delivering a company overview within the duration 
of an average elevator ride. It must encapsulate the brand’s unique positioning and be compelling enough for 
the listener to want to learn more.

 » A tagline is a memorable, short, often pithy slogan that will appear on marketing communications and help 
express the unique position in the marketplace.

Building a Solid 
Brand Platform

by The Pepper Group

SMPS ChiCagofeAture ArtICle: THe pepper Group 
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Tell us about your company and what you do.

Sonoma Partners provides technology and business 
consulting services to enterprise and mid sized firms, 
with a specialization in working with firms in the A/E/C 
industries. We deploy Microsoft Dynamics CRM to 
help firms create proposals faster, manage customer 
relationships, and improve their business.

I am their Director of Marketing and I spend my days 
trying to connect marketing leadership at A/E/C firms 
with our representatives to show them what kinds of 
powerful new tools are available to improve their day to 
day worklife.

What is the biggest challenge you are facing in your 
position right now? 

The biggest challenge I face in my position is making 
sure I get our message through in a non-invasive (and 
non-annoying!) manner. I am genuinely interested in 
helping other marketers and I am sensitive to how I 
deliver my campaigns.

What value has SMPS brought to your firm and you 
personally? 

SMPS has been hugely valuable to us. Since much of our 
success has come from working with marketers at some 
large construction firms (McCarthy, Burns & McDonnell, 
etc), being part of SMPS helps us reach people we have a 
relevant story for.

Personally, just connecting with other marketers has been 
great. I love hearing how other marketers work, learning 
that I share many of their challenges, and getting new 
ideas and inspiration from other leaders.

What is the best part of being a SMPS sponsor? What 
do you feel is most valuable to being a sponsor?

The best part of being a SMPS sponsor is the 
recognition and thankfulness we get from not just 
SMPS leadership, but the members as well. i don’t 
know if i’ve ever been around such a passionate, 
nice group of people. The most valuable part of us 
being a sponsor is that many members are starting 
to recognize our name and have reached out to us to 
learn more about our services.

Featured in this Issue:
sonoma Partners
JIM PRoThE

sPotlIGht: 2012 SpoNSor
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oCtoBer ProGrAm10.10
Roosevelt University and the Wabash 
Building - The Vertical Campus
Tour and Team Discussion
When: Wednesday, october 10, 2012
Time: 3:45-6:30 p.m.
Where: Roosevelt University
 425 S. Wabash Avenue
 Wabash Building (WB), Room 418
 Chicago, IL
Cost: $50 members; $95 non-members

uPCoMing evenTS

leAdershIP WorKshoP11.1
For Chapter Volunteers
Leadership training, lessons learned, tales from 
the trenches, and pathways in SMPS that can 
build your professional leadership abilities.
When: Thursday, November 1, 2012
Time: 3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Where: TBD, more info to be posted 
 on website
Cost: Free, open only to Committee members 
 and other Chapter volunteers

fAll NetWorKING eVeNt10.3
When: Wednesday, october 3, 2012
Time: 5:30-9:30 p.m.
Where: Tavernita
 151 W. Erie
 Chicago, IL
Cost: Cash Bar

Don’t forget your business cards!

NoVemBer luNCheoN11.14
Retail and Mixed-Use Development: 
Tales, Trenches, and Truths!
When: Wednesday, November 14, 2012
Time: 11:30 a.m. - 1:15 p.m.
Where: Maggiano’s - Bellagio Room
 516 N. Clark
 Chicago, IL
Cost: $50 members; $95 non-members



Featured in this Issue:
Julie mitchell
Director of Business Development

by Amanda byrd

A typical nine-to-five day is not necessarily typical for 
Julie Mitchell, Director of Business Development at 
Sonoma Construction in Chicago, Illinois. Starting her 
day with a cup of coffee is soon followed by a look at 
her schedule to find-out what is planned for the next 
eight to ten hours. her days are usually packed with 
client engagements, meetings with Property Managers, 
networking lunches, coffee appointments, meetings with 
Real Estate Brokers, site visits, excel charts, and team 
meetings.  This active, fun, and sometimes unpredictable 
schedule keeps Julie on her toes and engaged with 
the construction community.  In this season’s SMPS 
newsletter, learn more about Julie not only as a new 
member to the organization, but also as a professional 
successfully thriving in the dynamic A/E industry.

Amanda Byrd: What are your main responsibilities 
with Sonoma Construction and SMPS?

Julie Mitchell: I joined Sonoma Construction in June 
and SMPS shortly after that.  I have been focused on 
generating new business for Sonoma Construction and 
building new relationships in the industry.  Currently I 
am not on a specific committee with SMPS, but looking 
forward to that in the near future.

AB: Why did you get involved with SMPS?

JM: Matt Rebro, the past President of SMPS, is a 
personal friend and suggested that this organization 
would not only benefit me with networking opportunities, 
but industry education as well. I have found the level of 
resources that SMPS provides to be extremely helpful as 
well as the people within the organization.

AB: How did you start getting involved with 
industry?

JM: I have been in the industry at different capacities 
for over twenty years.  My background has been 
diverse, from property management/leasing to selling 
commercial furniture and now business development for 
Sonoma Construction.  I found Sonoma Construction 

when I worked on a couple of furniture projects with 
them.  The projects finished on time and on budget, 
which was a great experience for me and my clients. 
That is why I was excited to have the opportunity to join 
the Sonoma team. 

AB: What suggestions do you have for people who 
want to get more involved and grow professionally?

JM: My success has been from building relationships 
within the industry and learning from seasoned 
professionals. Listening to their success stories and taking 
something away from that, which I can use in the future.

AB: OK, now for a fun question...Ever since I moved 
to Chicago a few years ago, I learned the city has 
some of the best places to eat in the nation.  I love 
learning of good restaurants. Where is your favorite 
place to dine? 

JM: one of my favorite restaurants is a classic in 
Chicago, Joe’s Stone Crab. however, I’m a foodie, so I 
love to try new restaurants, which is endless in this great 
city of ours. 

AB: So true! How about another fun question? 
Favorite place you have traveled to?

JM: I have a passion for travel, but do not get to travel 
as much as I’d like.  Paris is one of my favorite places I 
have been, but have a long list of places I have yet to 
see.

AB: Ooo, Paris is on my list of places to visit…I have 
always wanted to see the Eiffel Tower! As we are 
finishing-up, a couple more quick inquiries. Any 
professional achievements you would like to share?

JM: Too early for my current position.

AB: How would you describe your work philosophy?

JM: If you love what you do you’ll be successful! 

To become better acquainted with our newest members and to acknowledge our annual sponsors, each issue of the SMPS 
Newsletter will feature a question and answer section with a professional in the A/E/C industry, as well as one of our sponsors.SMPS ChiCago
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To become better acquainted with our newest members and to acknowledge our annual sponsors, each issue of the SMPS 
Newsletter will feature a question and answer section with a professional in the A/E/C industry, as well as one of our sponsors.

Communications 

Promote | Inform | Connect | Engage 

Connecting members and associations through online 
networks, e-communications and social media channels 
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